
Fashion & Beauty

A visit to Christopher Noland Salon & Beauty Spa  
yields more than a great hair cut: It includes  

a hair plan so styles stay chic while they evolve  
into your next must-have look.

A Cutting-Edge 
Approach 

in march 2011, inspired by Michelle Williams’ pixie cut,  Seren-
dipity creative director Lisa Kennedy gave up several inches 

of hair to get the look. Six months later, she decided to grow 
it out. It took more than a year until it was long enough to 
tackle a new style. “I wanted something with layers when it 
was down, but that also gave me options when I pulled it 
back.” With new clippings of celebrity hairstyles in hand, 

Lisa visited Christopher Noland in Greenwich, CT, for a 
consultation. “He talked to me about how we could take what 

was working for them, and translate it to my face shape and hair 
color,” she says. Meeting first to discuss what clients want is impor-
tant to Noland. “My priority is customizing the style to our guest,” 
he says. “I want them to have a cut that fits their lifestyle, and is easy 
for them to keep up with.” Christopher gave Lisa’s hair a  graduated, 
fresh clean edge that she can still pull into a ponytail. By keeping 
the cut structured, “she can manage it easily on a daily basis.” Lisa 
admits she’s not great about following stylists’ advice about how 
often to cut and color hair. “Christopher included that fact in a year-
long plan so we could make the most of future appointments with 
that in mind. It’s definitely helped me stick to a plan that works for 
my schedule — without sacrificing style.”  
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I want to gIve ClIents 
an amazIng Cut that 
fIts theIr lIfestyle.” 

—ChrIstopher noland

“Christopher and  
I discussed the cut I want 

now, but also about where  
I ultimately want to go with 

my style so he could tailor 
future visits,” says Lisa.

“We talked about how  
we could achieve the  
style I wanted using  

my face shape and  
hair color,” says Lisa.

the inspiration

after

Salon owner 
Christopher Noland, 

working on Lisa, says, 
“there’s no point in 

an amazing cut that 
never looks the same 

once they leave.”

go there:  
christopher Noland  
Salon & beauty Spa  
124 Greenwich Ave.,  

Greenwich, ct.  
203-622-4247  

christophernoland.com

Makeup by:  
Zuzana Mizerova

Christopher 
Noland hair 
Care Line 
Advanced  
Volume Series 
Shampoo, $24. 
Advanced  
Volume Series 
Conditioner, $24.

Smokin’ Hot  
Hold & Control 
Hairspray, $18. 
Available  
exclusively at 
Christopher 
Noland Salon & 
Beauty Spa.
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